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What are the CARS and STARS Plus 
Series?
The CARS  and STARS Plus Series are a 
comprehensive resource that allows you to identify 
and teach essential reading comprehension strategies. 
As the diagram above indicates, the CARS Plus 
Series is the assessment component, and the STARS 
Plus Series is the instruction component.

CARS Plus Series
 The CARS Plus Series is a diagnostic reading 

series that allows you to identify and assess a 
student’s level of mastery for each of 12 reading 
strategies. It contains Pretests, Benchmarks and 
Post Tests. This ten-level series is designed for 
students in years P to 8. The CARS Plus Series 
helps teachers place students in the companion 
STARS Plus Series for reading instruction and 
remediation.

STARS Plus Series
 The STARS Plus Series is a prescriptive reading series 

that provides essential instruction in the same 
12 reading strategies as the diagnostic CARS Plus 
Series. This ten-level series is also designed for 
students in years P to 8. The STARS Plus Series 
provides precise instruction in and practice with the 
strategies students need to master in order to achieve 
reading success.

Book G in both the CARS  and STARS Plus 
Series features the following 12 reading 
strategies:
• Finding Main Idea
• Recalling Facts and Details
• Understanding Sequence
• Recognising Cause and Effect
• Comparing and Contrasting
• Making Predictions
• Finding Word Meaning in Context
• Drawing Conclusions and Making Inferences
• Distinguishing Between Fact and Opinion
• Identifying Author’s Purpose
• Interpreting Figurative Language
• Summarising

CARS Plus Series
Diagnose needs of the 
class by administering 
5 Pretests

Benchmark during 
instruction to monitor 
progress, using 5 
longer tests

Assess mastery by 
administering 5 Post 
Tests

STARS Series
Instruct the class 
in 1 to 6 strategies, 
based on students’ 
needs (differentiate 
instruction using 
Books P–H)

Using the CARS Plus and STARS Series
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How do I get started with the CARS 
and STARS Plus Series?
As shown in the diagram on page 4, the CARS Plus 
Series is used to diagnose the needs of the class, 
monitor students’ progress and assess students’ 
mastery of the strategies. The STARS Plus Series is 
used to instruct the class in targeted reading 
strategies, based on the diagnosis from the CARS 
Plus Series.

To get started, use the following steps:

1. Diagnose
 Administer the fi ve pretests in the CARS Plus 

Series to diagnose the needs of the students in 
your class. (See the CARS  teacher guide for 
additional information.)

2. Instruct
 Based on the results of the CARS  diagnosis, 

assign specifi c strategy lessons in the STARS Plus 
Series to remediate areas that need improvement 
and reinforcement. Or, you may have students 
complete an entire STARS  student book in order 
to build and reinforce students’ basic knowledge 
of reading strategies. (See pages 7 and 10–11 for 
information about differentiating instruction.)

3. Benchmark
 Use the fi ve Benchmarks in the CARS Plus 

Series and the Review Lessons in the STARS 
Plus Series (see page 6) to monitor students’ 
progress.

4. Assess
Use the fi ve Post Tests in the CARS Plus Series 
and the Final Review in the STARS Plus Series 
(see page 6) to assess mastery of the strategies 
taught in the STARS Plus Series.

Why do the CARS and STARS Plus 
Series concentrate on 12 reading 
strategies?
The reading strategies in these series were based on 
reviews of the following:
• Current research on reading comprehension
• Gaps in basal or core reading programs

The strategies in both series cover a range of areas 
that lead to success in reading comprehension:
• Literal comprehension
• Inferential comprehension
• Text structure and organisational patterns
• Vocabulary and concept development
• Metacognitive strategies

Practice in these reading strategies leads to success 
on tests as well as improves students’ overall reading 
comprehension.

How do researchers defi ne the 
relationship between skills and 
strategies?
According to Regie Routman (2000), strategies are 
the thinking, problem-solving processes that the 
learner deliberately initiates, incorporates and applies 
to construct meaning. At this point, the reading 
strategies become instinctively incorporated into 
one’s reading.

According to Affl erbach et al. (2008), when a 
reading strategy becomes effortless and automatic, 
the strategy has become a skill. Reading skills 
operate without the reader’s deliberate control or 
conscious awareness.
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What is in the STARS  student book?

Strategy Lessons
Each student book contains 12 strategy lessons, 
one lesson for each reading strategy. Each ten-
page lesson provides instruction and practice in 
the targeted reading strategy. Students read several 
passages and answer 16 strategy-based selected-
response (multiple-choice) questions.

The strategy lessons are scaffolded, providing a 
gradual release of support. Each lesson moves 
from modelled instruction to guided instruction 
to modelled practice to guided practice to 
independent practice. (See Features of a STARS 
Plus Lesson on pages 12–23 for more 
information about the strategy lessons.)

Review Lessons
A four-page review lesson follows every three 
strategy lessons. Students read two longer 
passages and answer 12 selected-response 
questions that focus on the target reading 
strategies in the three previous lessons.

Final Review
A twelve-page fi nal review gives practice in all 
12 reading strategies. Students read four longer 
passages and answer 48 selected-response 
questions that focus on all the reading strategies 
in the book.

What is in the STARS  teacher guide?

Overview
 Information about using the CARS  and STARS 

Plus Series and the Classroom Reading System, 
including:
• Suggested Pacing Chart
• Features of a STARS Plus Lesson
• Research Summary
• Reproducible Strategy Bookmarks

Lesson Plans
 Six-page guides for each STARS student-book 

lesson, including a facsimile of each student-book 
page with correct answers, teacher tips and these 
special features:
• ELL Support
• Genre Focus
• Teacher’s Corner
• Reteaching
• Connecting with Literature

Reproducible Answer Form
 A reproducible bubble sheet that students may 

use to record their answers to Parts Two–Five of 
each lesson

Completed Answer Form
 A fi lled-in bubble sheet that may be used for 

correction purposes
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How can I provide differentiated 
instruction using the STARS Plus 
Series?
There are two easy ways to provide differentiated 
instruction in the classroom using the STARS Plus 
Series.

By Reading Strategy
 Use the results from the Pretests in the CARS 

Plus Series to diagnose the individual needs of 
the students in your classroom.

 Then use STARS Plus Book G to provide 
targeted instruction in one specifi c strategy or in 
several strategies to remediate areas that need 
improvement and/or reinforcement.

 Or, you may wish to provide instruction using 
the entire STARS Plus Book G to build students’ 
basic knowledge of all the reading strategies.

By Reading Level
 Students in the same classroom are likely to be 

reading at different skill levels (below year level, 
at year level or above year level). You can use the 
levelled books in the STARS Plus Series (Books 
P–H) to meet this need.

 To enable this type of differentiated instruction, 
the sequence of the strategies and the page 
numbers across the books in the STARS Plus 
Series are the same from lesson to lesson (with 
some exceptions in Books P–C). So all students 
in the classroom receive the same reading-
strategy instruction but work with appropriately 
levelled reading passages.

 For example, some year-seven students may work 
in the on-level Book G, which contains reading 
passages that don’t extend beyond a year-seven 
reading level. At the same time, other students in 
the class may be assigned an above-level book, 
while other students may be assigned a below-
level book.

How can I assess students’ progress in 
the STARS Plus Series?
After students have been placed into the STARS 
Plus Series, based on the diagnosis from the CARS 
Pretests, several methods may be used to assess 
students’ progress in the STARS Plus Series.

You may use classroom observation to monitor and 
informally assess students’ mastery of the strategies 
taught in each STARS  lesson.

You may also use the following to formally assess 
students’ mastery of the strategies:

STARS  Review Lessons
 A review lesson follows every three strategy 

lessons. The reviews may be used to assess 
students’ mastery of the reading strategies taught 
in those three lessons in the STARS  student 
book.

STARS  Final Review
 A fi nal review follows all 12 strategy lessons. The 

fi nal review may be used upon completion of the 
student book to assess students’ mastery of all 12 
reading strategies.

CARS  Benchmarks
 These fi ve tests may be used throughout 

instruction in the STARS  student book (after 
the CARS  Pretests and before the CARS  Post 
Tests) as individual progress-monitoring tools to 
monitor students’ progress in applying all 12 
reading strategies.

CARS  Post Tests
 These fi ve tests may be used upon completion of 

the STARS  student book to assess students’ 
overall mastery of all 12 reading strategies. The 
results of the CARS  Post Tests may be compared 
with the results of the CARS  Pretests to assess 
students’ mastery of the reading strategies.
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FINDING MAIN IDEA

Lesson 1

 LESSON OBJECTIVES
Students will learn to:
• Find the main idea by fi guring out the most 

important idea in a reading passage
• Identify when test questions are asking them to 

fi nd the main idea

 GETTING STARTED

Introduce the Strategy
Tell students that today they will learn how to fi nd 
the main idea when they read.

SAY:  Good readers fi nd the main idea by 
fi guring out the most important idea in a 
reading passage. You already know about 
main idea because you think about what is 
most important in the things that happen 
to you every day.

Model the Strategy
Introduce the strategy by describing a situation and 
asking students to think about what is happening.

SAY:  Suppose you just witnessed a lifeguard 
save a drowning man. You want to tell 
your friend about the incident. You are 
very excited about what happened, so you 
tell it all in one sentence.

Point out to students that a person relating such a 
dramatic incident would be excited and would want 
to pull out the most important information to relate 
to a friend. This would be the main idea of the 
incident. The details would probably follow later in 
the conversation. Explain that this is an example of 
fi nding main idea.

ELL Support

Prefi xes
Explain to students that many English words 
have prefi xes. A prefi x is group of letters added 
to the beginning of a word to change its 
meaning.

Work with students to show how the meaning 
of a word changes with a prefi x. Write the word 
reread on the board. Ask students if they can 
identify the prefi x (re-) and the base word 
(read). Explain to students that the prefi x 
re- means “again”. Tell students that adding the 
prefi x re- to read has changed the meaning to 
“read again”. Caution students to be careful 
when identifying prefi xes. The word uniform, 
for example, does not have the prefi x un-.

Point out the prefi x re- in rebuild on student 
book page 8. Explain how the prefi x re- 
changed build to mean “build again”.

Genre Focus

Research Report
Tell students that on page 6, they will read a 
paragraph from a research report. Defi ne this 
genre for students. Explain that a research 
report provides information and analysis about 
a topic that the writer has researched using 
reliable resources. The beginning of the report 
introduces the topic. The body of the report 
gives facts about the topic and may provide 
examples and observations. A research report 
will sometimes include photographs, some with 
captions, to make the information presented 
easier to understand. Different sections of a 
report may have subheadings that organise the 
information in that section. The ending usually 
sums up the main ideas or gives an important 
or interesting detail. Ask students to share 
research reports that they may have read or heard.
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Modelled Instruction
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Lesson

1
FINDING MAIN IDEA

PART ONE: Think About the Strategy

Work with a Partner

• Take turns telling each other about articles, books or short stories you have 
read.

• State your main ideas in one sentence.

What Is Main Idea?

Everything you read has a main idea – newspaper and magazine articles, short stories, poems and 
so on. A documentary, a movie and a TV show also tell a story that has a main idea. The main idea 
tells what something is mostly about.

1  Write the name of a documentary or movie you watched recently.

2  Write three important things that happened in the documentary or movie.

3  Write a sentence that tells what the documentary or movie was mostly about.

Responses will vary. 

Responses will vary. 

Responses will vary. Students should write one sentence that tells the main idea of the 

documentary or movie. 

© 2013 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781743305836 • STARS Plus Student Book G CA12148 5

How Do You Find the Main Idea?

You can find the main idea of most reading passages in the first or last sentence of the passage.

Read this passage about an act of rebellion. Think about the most important idea in the 
passage.

Gold miners in Victoria were angry about being treated badly 
by police, having no vote and the price of gold licences going up. 
On 11 November 1854, 10,000 diggers met to demand the vote 
and an end to gold licences. The government refused. Weeks later, 
they met and displayed the Eureka flag and burnt licences. This 
was the start of the Eureka Rebellion.

1. Let’s look at the chart below. The sentences in the small boxes on top tell about the main idea 
of the passage. But they do not tell the most important idea in the passage.

2. Look again at the passage. The first sentence in the passage does tell the most important idea.

3. Write this main idea in the empty box in the chart.

On 11 November 1854, 
10,000 diggers met to 
demand the vote and 
an end to gold licences. 
The government 
refused.

Weeks later, they met 
and displayed the 
Eureka flag and burnt 
licences.

This was the start of 
the Eureka Rebellion.

Gold miners in Victoria were angry about being treated badly 

by police, having no vote and the price of gold licences going 

up.

AT A GLANCE

Students activate their background knowledge about 
fi nding the main idea and then learn how to apply 
this strategy to a short reading passage.

STEP BY STEP

Page 4
• Tell students that today they will practise fi nding 

the main idea.
• Read out the information at the top of the page.
• Direct students to respond to items 1, 2 and 3.
• Discuss student responses as a class.

Work with a Partner
• Organise students to work in pairs to complete 

the Work with a Partner activity.
• Encourage volunteers to share their main ideas 

with the class.

Tip: If students are unable to distinguish the main 
idea from less important ideas, have them focus on 
the general idea of the whole piece. That is the main 
idea.

Page 5
• Read out the information that precedes the 

reading passage.
• Direct students to read the passage in the box.
• Tell students that after they read the passage, they 

will use a graphic organiser to help them fi nd the 
main idea of the passage.

• Guide students through steps 1–3 for completing 
the graphic organiser by having them follow 
along as you read the steps aloud.

• Direct students to complete the information in 
the bottom box of the graphic organiser.

• Discuss student responses.
• Be sure students have a clear understanding of 

how to fi nd the main idea of the passage.

Tip: If students have trouble completing the graphic 
organiser, remind them that the main idea is 
directly stated in the fi rst sentence of the passage. 
They should write that sentence in the box at the 
bottom of the graphic organiser. The other 
sentences in the passage, shown in the three small 
boxes in the graphic organiser, provide information 
about the main idea.
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RECALLING FACTS AND DETAILS

Lesson 2

 LESSON OBJECTIVES
Students will learn to:
• Recall facts and details by identifying information 

that supports or explain the main idea in a 
reading passage

• Identify when test questions are asking them to 
recall facts and details

 GETTING STARTED

Introduce the Strategy
Tell students that today they will learn how to recall 
facts and details when they read.

SAY:  Good readers recall facts and details in a 
reading passage by thinking about the 
main idea, knowing that facts and details 
tell more about the main idea. You already 
know how to recall facts and details 
because you do it every day.

Model the Strategy
Introduce the strategy by describing a situation and 
asking students to think about what is happening.

SAY:  Suppose you are taking a history test. The 
fi rst question asks you to describe in one 
paragraph what happened on a certain 
date in history. You remember reading 
about the date in your history book, and 
you can describe the various important 
things that happened.

Point out to students that when answering the test 
question, they are telling the specifi c information 
that they remember from their reading. Since the 
question asks them to describe the events in one 
paragraph, students can assume they should tell 
more than just the main idea; they should include 
facts and details that give more information about 
the main idea. Explain that this is an example of 
recalling facts and details.

Genre Focus

Journal Entry
Defi ne the genre of “journal entries” for 
students. Explain that a journal entry is a piece 
of writing that focuses on events in the journal 
writer’s life. The entry is a record of what the 
writer has experienced and may sometimes 
refl ect the writer’s personal thoughts or beliefs. 
An entry is often not intended to be read by 
others. A journal writer may make a point, 
explain a lesson learned or state an observation 
about life. A journal entry includes the date on 
which it was written and usually tells what 
happened on that specifi c day. Some journal 
entries are from recent times, and others are 
from centuries ago. A blog entry can be 
another version of a journal entry. Have 
students share journal entries that they may 
have read.

ELL Support

Suffi xes
Explain to students that many English words 
have suffi xes. A suffi x is a group of letters 
added to the end of a word to change its 
meaning.

Work with students to show how the meaning 
of a word changes with a suffi x. Write the word 
fearless on the board. Ask students if they can 
identify the suffi x (-less ) and the base word 
(fear). Explain to students that the suffi x -less 
means “without”. Tell students that adding the 
suffi x -less to fear changes the meaning to 
“without fear”.
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Guided Instruction

 STARS Plus Student Book G CA12148 • 9781743305836 • © 2013 Hawker Brownlow Education16

PART TWO: Learn About the Strategy

WHAT TO 
KNOW

Sentences that help explain the main idea are facts and details. Facts 
and details support and tell more about the most important idea in a 
paragraph.
• Facts and details help you understand the main idea more 

completely.
• Facts and details explain the who, what, when, where, why and how of 

the main idea.

Read this paragraph about facing challenges. The main idea is found in the first 
sentence and is underlined for you. As you read, think about the sentences that help 
explain the main idea.

The sentences that help explain the main idea are:

Kristi Yamaguchi had to endure several surgeries to correct problems with her feet before going 
on to become an Olympic skater.

Composer Ludwig van Beethoven struggled with hearing loss his entire life. Yet he went on to 
become one of the greatest composers of all time.

How about actor Danny Glover? He learned to read and memorise his lines. This was in spite of a 
reading difficulty.

Many well-known people have overcome 
challenges on their road to success. Kristi 
Yamaguchi had to endure several surgeries 
to correct problems with her feet before 
going on to become an Olympic skater. 
Composer Ludwig van Beethoven struggled 
with hearing loss his entire life. Yet he went 
on to become one of the greatest composers 
of all time. How about actor Danny Glover? 
He learned to read and memorise his lines. 
This was in spite of a reading difficulty.

© 2013 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781743305836 • STARS Plus Student Book G CA12148 17

Read this paragraph from an article about a marine ecologist. The main idea is found in 
the first sentence and is underlined for you. As you read, look for facts and details that 
help explain the main idea. Then answer the questions.

 1. What is one thing that the marine 
ecologist studies?
� whether pollution affects the growth 

of land animals
� whether pollution affects the plants 

and animals of the ocean
� whether pollution affects human 

actions
� whether pollution affects the land

 2. The first thing that the ecologist will do is
� find whether the plants and animals 

are suffering or thriving.
� determine the effect of human 

behaviour on the plants and animals.
� decide whether to study plants or 

animals.
� discover how to prevent water 

pollution.

Work with a Partner

• Talk about your answers to the questions.
• Tell why you chose your answers.
• Then talk about what you have learned so far about recalling facts and details.

After ten years, I still enjoy 
my work as a marine ecologist. I 
am now studying how pollution 
affects the plants and animals of 
the ocean. I am interested in the 
effects of pollution on their 
growth and development. I also 
want to determine whether 
pollution affects the number and 
the variety of certain plants and 
animals. First, I will find 
whether the plants and animals 
are suffering or thriving. Then I 
will try to determine the effect 
of human behaviour on them.

AT A GLANCE

Students learn how to recall facts and details when 
they read. Students then practise the strategy by 
fi nding information that explains a main idea to 
answer questions about a passage.

STEP BY STEP

Page 16
• Introduce the lesson by reading out the 

information in the What to Know box.
• Tell students that together you will read a 

paragraph and talk about how good readers can 
fi nd facts and details that tell more about a main 
idea.

• Have a student volunteer read out the paragraph.
• Direct students to follow along as you read the 

information under the paragraph.
• Direct students to underline the six sentences that 

help explain the main idea.
• Conclude the lesson by reviewing the concepts in 

the What to Know box.

Page 17
• Direct students to read the passage and answer 

the questions. Guide students as needed.
• Organise students to work in pairs to complete 

the Work with a Partner activity.
• When students have fi nished working in pairs, 

discuss the answers as a class.

Tip: Have students underline the sentence in the 
article that helped them answer question 1.

(I am now studying how pollution affects the plants 
and animals of the ocean.)

Explain that the answer to this what question gives 
more information about the main idea: After ten 
years, I still enjoy my work as a marine ecologist.

Tip: Have students underline the sentence in the 
article that helped them answer question 2.

(First, I will fi nd whether the plants and animals are 
suffering or thriving.)

Point out that this detail is also the answer to a what 
question that tells more about the main idea.
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Modelled Practice
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PART THREE: Check Your Understanding

Read this short article about laughter. As you read, ask yourself, “What is the main 
idea? Which sentences provide more information about the main idea?” Then answer the 
questions.

 3. How is laughter good for one’s health?
� Laughter brings oxygen to your 

lungs.
�  Laughing reduces blood pressure.
� Laughter cures illness.
�  Laughing helps you sleep better at 

night.

 4. Laughter may help protect people from 
illness because
� most people laugh about 15 times a 

day.
�  it makes your heart pump faster.
� it releases hormones in the body.
�  it produces antibodies that fight 

viruses.

REVIEW

Facts and details explain or support the main idea.
• Look for sentences that provide information about the main idea.
• Look for sentences that explain the who, what, where, when, why and 

how of the main idea.

Laughter and Your Health
How much do you think you laugh each day? The average child laughs about 50 

times a day, whereas the average adult laughs only 15 times. Laughter may not seem 
that important, but it may be more important than you realise.

Scientific studies have shown the healthy effects 
of laughter on body and mind. When you laugh, your 
body experiences the same benefits as it would from 
a workout. Your lungs fill with more oxygen, your 
heart pumps faster and blood courses through your 
body. As a result, your heart rate and your blood 
pressure decrease to a more healthy level. Laughter 
also relieves stress by releasing hormones in the 
body. Your muscles relax, and your overall sense of 
well-being improves. Laughter may protect you from 
illness, too, by causing more antibodies that fight 
viruses to be produced.

© 2013 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781743305836 • STARS Plus Student Book G CA12148 19

Which Answer Is Correct and Why?

Look at the answer choices for each question. Read why each answer choice is correct or 
not correct.

 3. How is laughter good for one’s health?

� Laughter brings oxygen to your 
lungs.
This answer is not correct because, 
although laughing does bring oxygen 
to your lungs, this alone does not 
affect your health.

●● Laughing reduces blood pressure.
This answer is correct because 
paragraph 2 explains that, when the 
lungs fill with more oxygen, your heart 
pumps faster and blood courses 
through your body. As a result, your 
heart rate and your blood pressure 
decrease to a more healthy level.

� Laughter cures illness.
This answer is not correct because 
laughing cannot cure an illness, but it 
may help protect against one.

� Laughing helps you sleep better at 
night.
This answer is not correct because 
nothing is mentioned in the article 
about how laughter affects sleep.

 4. Laughter may help protect people from 
illness because

� most people laugh about 15 times a 
day.
This answer is not correct because 
most adults laugh about 15 times a 
day, whereas most children laugh 
about 50 times a day. Also, nothing is 
stated about the number of times a 
person laughs and how that relates to 
illness.

� it makes your heart pump faster.
This answer is not correct because the 
heart’s pumping faster does not affect 
how the body protects people from 
illness.

� it releases hormones in the body.
This answer is not correct because the 
release of hormones does not affect 
how the body protects people from 
illness.

●● it produces antibodies that fight 
viruses.
This answer is correct because 
laughing may help produce antibodies 
that help protect people from illness.

AT A GLANCE

Students reinforce their understanding of strategy 
concepts through reading a passage, answering 
questions and discussing why answers are correct or 
not correct.

STEP BY STEP

Page 18
• Read out the information in the Review box.
• Direct students to read the passage and answer 

the questions on the page.
• Remind students to use the information in the 

Review box to help them.

Page 19
• Tell students that this page models how to fi nd 

the correct answers and explains why each one is 
correct.

• Share the correct answers.
• Read out the explanations for all the answer 

choices for questions 3 and 4. Solicit questions 
and comments from the class.

Tip: Explain that the detail in question 3 gives an 
example of how laughter is good for one’s health. 
The details in question 3 gives a reason why 
laughter may help protect people from illness.

A main idea is general or broad; it is the big idea. 
Supporting details are specifi c or particular; they 
are smaller ideas.
A whole passage has a main idea, and the 
individual paragraphs in the passage also have 
main ideas. In a long passage, paragraph or 
section main ideas are usually supporting details 
for the main idea of the whole passage. An 
outline clearly refl ects this kind of hierarchy of 
main idea and supporting details. A table of 
contents is a type of outline.

Teacher’s Corner
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